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MARKET OVERVIEW
Listed property posted a third consecutive quarter of negative returns in 3Q2018, with the SA Listed
Property Index (“SAPY”) and All Property Index (“ALPI”) returning -1.0% and -1.5% respectively. Despite bond
yields rising, bonds (ALBI) were the best performing asset class with an 0.8% total return. Equities (ALSI)
underperformed with a total return of -2.2%. Year-to-date, listed property is deeply in the red (SAPY: -22.2%,
ALPI: -20.0%) while cash is the best performing asset class (+5.4%), followed by bonds (+4.8%) and equities
(-3.8%). The quarter unfortunately started off on the back foot in the eye of the storm as the emerging market
sell-off was in full swing while the US/China trade war gained momentum. The risk-off sentiment once more
put downward pressure on both the rand and local bonds.
TABLE 01

ASSET CLASS TOTAL RETURN TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2018
Jul

Aug

Sep

Q1

Q2

Q3

YTD

1y

3y

5y

10y

-0.5%

2.1%

-2.6%

-19.6%

-2.2%

-1.0%

-22.2%

-15.9%

-1.4%

6.8%

13.5%

All Property Index

-1.4%

2.5%

-2.6%

-18.4%

-0.5%

-1.5% -20.0%

-14.2%

-3.4%

6.1%

11.7%

Cash

0.6%

0.6%

0.5%

1.8%

1.8%

1.7%

5.4%

7.3%

7.3%

6.8%

6.8%

Bonds

2.4%

-1.9%

0.2%

8.1%

-3.8%

0.8%

4.8%

7.7%

8.0%

7.1%

8.5%

Equites

-0.2%

2.3%

-4.2%

-6.0%

4.5%

-2.2%

-3.8%

4.4%

7.2%

8.0%

12.1%

SA Listed Property Index

Source: Bloomberg

Individual stock performance was largely driven by results, which were generally somber. Top performers
included: Echo Polska (+18.2%), Investec Australia (+15.2%) and Fortress A (+14.6%). Echo was driven by
strong results, Investec Australia by the prospects of an Australian listing and the subsequent capital raise
around NAV, while Fortress A was supported by a healthy increase in its free float (and thus increased index
inclusion). The laggards for the quarter were: Capital and Regional (-16.5%), Intu (-13.0%), Rebosis (-12.5%). The
first two, as well as Hammerson (-9.6%) where caught in the headwinds of a dismal UK retailing environment
with both valuations and cashflow coming under significant pressure. Rebosis was more a story of poor local
operations coupled with a substantial rebasing of earnings that led to a dismal reported result, unfortunately
they were not unique in this, several other counters ‘rebased’ and or guided to negative distribution growth
including the likes of SA Corporate and Arrowhead.
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CHART 01

QUARTERLY STOCK TOTAL RETURNS

Source: Bloomberg

After gaining 3.3% in July, the ZAR depreciated by 10.6% against the USD in August. Much of the weakness in
the ZAR has been driven by external developments such as a stronger USD, weaker commodity prices, tighter
monetary policy from the Federal Reserve, and emerging market contagion risks from Turkey and Argentina.
However, local factors have had a significant role to play too. South Africa has entered a technical recession
in 2Q2018 which elevated the risk of a Moody’s downgrade. Furthermore, uncertainty surrounding the Mining
Charter and land expropriation without compensation has weighed on the currency. A recovery in emerging
market and President Ramaphosa’s R50 billion stimulus package provided some relief in September. This has
had a direct impact on stock selection, which with the aid of the more diverse ALPI has allowed us to position
the fund accordingly.

Recall that Sesfikile Capital officially changed its benchmark from the SAPY
to the ALPI effective 1 July 2018. In our opinion, the ALPI offers additional
investment options, diversification and liquidity relative to SAPY.
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BOND YIELDS
As stated above, South Africa entered a technical

outlook on the debt means there is little chance of

recession as second quarter GDP surprised to the

a change in the assessment soon, although it said

downside delivering a second consecutive quarter

last month South Africa must stabilise its debt to

of contraction; furthermore, growth prospects (for

prevent a change to negative.

both the 2018 and 2019 calendar year) were revised
lower again by both the IMF as well as our own

It is imperative to include an analysis of CEE and

central bank. Inflation has also started to creep

UK bonds as 33% of total assets are based in these

higher, from what has been a significant period

offshore locations.

of containment, as the spike in fuel prices and
the steep decline in the rand has started to creep

Poland has seen its bond yield contained just north

into the market. These supply-side cost pressures

of 3%. Yields could break away from CEE levels

coupled with higher rates and taxes have had a

towards those of Western European markets as

material impact on the consumer at large and is

Poland is now classified as a developed market.

tangible across the real economy.

However, political risk including the government’s
move to reorganise courts which could endanger

The SA long bond rose 19bps to 9.19% in 3Q2018.

the independence of the judiciary, are limiting

However, this does not paint the full picture. In July,

factors. Romania on the other hand seems to be

the 10y bond shed 25bps on the back of lower than

tracking a more emerging market course as yields

anticipated June 2018 inflation data.

went from as low as 3% through 5% as the recent

In August,

the 10y bond jumped 41bps due to emerging

trade war resulted in risk-off selling.

market contagion fears and concerns around land
expropriation. Bond yields stabilised (+3bps) in

In the UK, which is the largest foreign exposure in

September. It has no doubt been a volatile period,

the ALPI, Gilt yields were pushed upwards by the

however the general direction in rates has been to

shift in German and US yields as well as domestic

the up.

factors — a strong set of economic and inflation
data, as well as some easing in rhetoric around

Two major events will dictate the direction of the

a potential hard Brexit both have led to some

bond market in the near term. The mini budget

reassessment of base rate expectations.

presentation

on

the

24th

of

October,

which

will include adjusted estimates of how much
government will spend, an overview of global and
local economic conditions, updates on deficits
and debt, and debt-serving costs. Moody’s was
scheduled to review South Africa’s credit rating on
12th October, but expressed last month that it may
delay until after the budget statement. Moody’s
rates South Africa’s local-currency debt at Baa3,
the lowest investment level. The stable rating
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CHART 02

GLOBAL BOND YIELDS

Source: Bloomberg

Fourways Mall Redevelopment, Fourways
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OPERATING CONDITIONS
SOUTH AFRICA

The industrial logistics and warehousing sector

SA Property fundamentals remain under pressure.

remains in demand as tenants relocate from older

In the retail sector, companies are recording

obsolete warehouse to newly developed modern

trading density growth in the low single digits.

warehousing facilities. These newer facilities meet

SAPOA IPD noted that trading density growth

international standards in terms of functionality

was +0.2% for the 6 months to 30 June 2018.

as well health, fire and safety. As at the end of

Encouragingly, there was a recovery in the super-

December 2017 (the latest available data point),

regional segment as stores vacating these centres

industrial vacancies were just 3.3%. While short-

(such as Stuttafords) were on average lower

term supply is below the long-term mean, there

density traders compared to the replacement

are a number of industrial developments and

tenants (such as Dischem). Given that rentals

significant zoned land held for development which

increased by 6.3% on average, retailers’ cost

could result in increased vacancies in the medium

of occupancy continued on an upward trend.

term.

Most retailers have reduced expansion plans
and negotiated lower rentals/ escalation rates to

Tenants across all sectors continue to face an

combat this. Edcon, which has lost market share,

increasing cost of occupation which is restricting

is aggressively rationalising space requirements.

the landlord’s ability to increase rentals. In recent

The company managed to avert a September 2018

months, municipal rates have increased as the

debt maturity which was extended to January

general valuation roll for 2018 has come into

2019, although we fear South Africa’s largest

effect. Electricity costs are also set to double by

department store is potentially just “kicking the

2021 as per cost estimates by Eskom.

can down the road”. Household incomes are likely
to remain under some pressure from the poor job

UNITED KINGDOM

market as well as higher taxes and rising inflation

The UK is coming under significant pressure, firstly

in the short term.

as a result of the escalated levels of online retail
penetration and secondly due a cautious consumer

The office sector is characterised by high, albeit

who is feeling the pinch of macroeconomic

stable vacancies, and negative rental growth.

and political uncertainty. We have seen a string

SAPOA recorded a national office vacancy rate of

of retailers go into CVA (Company Voluntary

11.1% for the quarter ended 30 June 2018. In recent

Arrangement) such as House of Fraser, New

years, the office sector has experienced a surge

Look, Homebase and Mothercare. Debenhams

in new developments for large scale users, while

recently announced that it will be closing several

employment growth and business expansion has

of its stores although it is not currently entering

been lacklustre and insufficient to absorb backfill

CVA. Retailers are seeking to reduce operational

vacancy. On a positive note, the level of new

and supply costs by consolidating their physical

development has declined to 2.8% of existing stock

footprint and matching it with a growing online

(long term average of 4.4%) but the pre-let rate

presence. Even prime assets are not immune to

has dipped to just 50.5%, implying that vacancies

the re-appropriation of retailer focus away from

could remain elevated in the foreseeable future.

physical stores with the take up of prime space
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slower and rents stabilising. This all points to

terms in 2017E - 2026E. Robust GDP growth and

substantial retail oversupply. Colliers estimate

wage increases should be the drivers. The base for

there is a 30% oversupply of retail floorspace

that growth is wide with the demographic footprint

across the UK - and vastly more than that in some

of 160.4 million inhabitants, which is a quarter of

geographies. Oversupply propagates vacancy and

the population of Europe outside of Russia. The

vacancy is dilutive to rents and valuations. While

purchasing power of these inhabitants, whilst

we think valuations for Intu, Hammerson and

generally low, lies in a huge range - it was just 5.9%

Capco are attractive, we are not underestimating

of the European average in 2016 in Ukraine, up to

the potential volatility being priced in. Cap rates

61.2% in Croatia. The potential for convergence

will undoubtedly push higher, making valuation less

towards European averages is clear if the macro

appealing, creating pressure on stretched balance

dynamics seen in the region since 2000 continue

sheets and the potential for dilutive capital raises.

over the next decade.

This risk is most apparent in Intu, however so is
the potential for corporate action as seen with the
potential Brookfield offer. Encouragingly, the UK
industrial market, where Equites, Atlantic Leaf and
Stenprop are exposed, continues to perform well
as increasing online sales are the key driver. There
has been a modest increase in speculative supply
in this segment which could dampen growth over
the coming years.

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE
The region continues to benefit from robust
growth in consumer spending. Most notably,
Romania recorded average real growth in monthly
retail sales of 7.1%. In Poland, regulations that have
been in force since 1 March 2018, which introduced
heavy restrictions on trade on Sundays and
national holidays along with limited trading hours
on other selected days. This has thus far done
little to national sales, with average sales growth
of 6.8% since March, however it has obviously
shifted trading patterns and we are cautious of the
consumer being pushed in the direction of online
retailing.

Retail sales are expected to expand across the
region between 4.2% - 7.6% per annum in EUR
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COMPANY RESULTS
Another busy quarter with eighteen companies reporting results. We summarise the key take-aways from
the results below:

Capital &

•

Counties –

EPRA NAV per share increased by 0.2% to 334.4p. Covent Garden, which accounts for 78%
of the total portfolio, saw a 1.6% y/y increase in value on a like-for-like basis. This represents a

1H18

frothy 2.3% initial yield or 3.6% equivalent yield. Excluding the sale of Empress State Building,
Earls Court valuation declined by 7%
•

DPS was flat for the period at 0.5p, although this is really just a token dividend and bears little
reflection to valuation

•

Net rental income increased 11.6% y/y on a like-for-like basis, while ERV increased by 1.9%

•

Capco’s balance sheet remains strong with an LTV of just 17%

•

The company is in the process of preparing for a possible demerger which would result in two
separately listed businesses in Covent Garden and Earls Court.

Tower
Property
Fund – FY18

•

DPS increased by 5.1% y/y to 81c missing management’s guidance for 6.0% y/y growth

•

Vacancies in the South African portfolio have decreased from 10.6% to 5.8%. In Croatia,
vacancies have increased by 20bps to 7%. Tower achieved rental reversions for retail, office
and industrial of 8.2%, 1.9% and -9.8% respectively.

•

The ltv ratio of the company was 39% at 31 May 2018 (SA: 20%, Croatia: 90%). The company
is in the final stages of selling a portfolio of assets which should strengthen the balance sheet.

•

On its Konzum (Agrokor) leases, Tower has written down the lease at its Vukovarska property
by 20%. There remains c. R8m of arrears from Konzum, which has not been written off. Spar
has entered lease agreement to replace Konzum if evicted.

Intu

•

Properties –

Adjusted NAV per share declined by 11.9% y/y to 362p owing to a downward revision to the
portfolio valuation. The portfolio value declined by 5.6% on a like-for-like basis as sentiment

1H18

to UK retail soured. There was limited transactional evidence, although where available, this
supported the write-down.
•

DPS was left unchanged at 4.6p. Net rental income grew by a respectable 1.3% with
management guiding for the lower end of the 1.5% to 2.5% range for the full year. Rent reviews
were concluded at 10% above previous passing rent and the portfolio occupancy was at 96.6%
at 30 June 2018

•

Intu’s balance sheet is stretched with a loan-to-value ratio of 48.7%. In our view, Intu will need
to cut its dividend and/or sell its assets to strengthen the balance sheet. In a possible yet
unlikely scenario, Intu could be forced to raise capital at a significant discount to NAV

•

The company could face further valuation adjustments as sentiment to UK retail remains weak.
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Hammerson

•

– 1H18

EPRA NAV per share was steady at 776p. The portfolio valuation was largely flat with a 60bps
upward yield shift offset by income growth

•

DPS increased by 3.7% to 11.1p. Net rental income was up 1.6% on a like-for-like basis while ERV
grew 1.3%. Management are guiding for growth in dividends of 3 to 5% going forward

•

Hammerson outlined a clear strategy to focus on flagship retail destinations and premium
outlets. As a result, it will dispose of GPB 1.1bn non-core assets. Proceeds will also be deployed
in buying back shares, with GBP 300m targeted. The redevelopment of Brent Cross has also
been deferred

•

Relative to Intu, Hammerson’s balance sheet is stronger with a loan-to-value ratio of 37%. This
excludes the planned disposals.

Liberty 2

•

Degrees –
1H18

Liberty 2 Degrees reported a 2.3% y/y increase in DPS to 29.3c. The portfolio vacancy rate
decreased by 6%, with retail flat at 4.3% and office down 60bps to 9.7%

•

NAV decreased by 1.6% y/y to 978c

•

The company is in the process of internalising its asset management company (at accost of
R300m) and have concurrently acquired a portfolio of assets totalling R1.2bn at a yield of 7.8%

•

The balance sheet, after the abovementioned acquisition, will reflect a loan-to-value ratio of
just 15%. This position is favourable as it provides the company with “dry powder” should
opportunities present themselves. However, the dilution of further acquisitions may be a
deterrent to further acquisitions

•

Liberty 2 Degrees faces a challenging medium-term outlook with the possible dilution from
the management company and asset transaction, a challenging upper LSM shopping centre
market and potential downward reversions in its office portfolio

•

In a subsequent trading update, the company noted that the trading performance of the
portfolio has seen a general upward trend, with Sandton City and Eastgate Shopping Centre
reporting good growth. For the 12 months to June 2018, the portfolio reported a positive
trading density growth of 2.8%.

Capital &

•

Regional –

EPRA NAV per share decreased by 3.0% y/y to 65p partly owing to a 0.4% decline in property
valuations. At 30 June 2018, the portfolio’s net initial yield was 6.04% and equivalent yield was

1H18

6.4%
•

The dividend increased by 5.2% y/y to 1.82p. Much of the growth in H1 was achieved through
cost cutting and yield accretive capital expenditure. Like-for-like growth in net rental income
was 1.3%. Rentals were concluded at 3.4% above previous passing rent

•

The company plans to spend circa GPB 15 to 25m per annum with returns of 9%. This should
enable the company to grow DPS of 3-5% in the medium-term

•

Capital & Regional’s LTV is 46% and within the target range of 40 – 50%. Further asset value
write-downs could put pressure on the balance sheet and its ability to fund future development
capital expenditure.
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Greenbay
Properties –
3Q18

•

NAV per share increased 6.7% q/q to EUR 9.41c (3Q18)

•

Greenbay has acquired the remaining share in its two retail assets in Portugal. The company
is also considering other jurisdictions for direct retail property investments that offer better
growth and value opportunities than those currently available in Iberia

•

A sizeable toll road and bridge project was identified for acquisition at the beginning of the year
but failed the due diligence process. Greenbay was outbid on two other direct infrastructure
projects. The bidding process for participation in an international airport transaction has been
postponed by the seller

•

The board has thus decided to replace the existing share repurchase programme with a pro
rata share repurchase offer, whereby the company repurchases up to 30% of its total shares in
issue. A return of capital EUR 3.16c per share was announced subsequently

•

The LTV ratio increased from 31.3% (1H18) to 35.1% (3Q18)

•

The delay in the completion of the Portuguese acquisition and the decision to reduce the
leverage through sales in the listed portfolio, will result in a reduction of the FY18 distribution
growth forecast to between 15% and 20% (previously 25%). The FY19 distribution forecast will
be updated in November 2018 results (previous guidance of 25%).

Emira – FY18

•

Emira’s DPS increased by 2.53% y/y to 146.80c, with 0.6% of this growth attributable to the
company’s offshore expansion strategy in FY18. Net property income grew by 7.5% on the
core portfolio driven by overall portfolio reversions of 2.8% (office-3.0%, urban retail -1.4%
and industrial -0.5%). Portfolio vacancies decreased from 5.7% to 3.4% with office vacancies
particularly pleasing dropping from 12.5% to 7.1% (SAPOA: 11%)

•

NAV per share advanced by 1.3% y/y to 1 758c driven mainly by a valuation uplift on its GOZ
investment

•

Emira, in partnership with Rainier, has acquired 4 grocery anchored convenience retail centres
in the US (during FY18)

•

The loan-to-value ratio increased marginally from 37.2% to 37.9% (FY18). The debt maturity
profile is short at 1.8 years and could present repricing risk

•

Guidance is vague with the company now expecting to “greater than the positive growth” seen
in FY18.
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Resilient –

•

FY18

Resilient declared a total dividend of 565.44c for FY18, down 0.3% on the prior year. The
results were negatively impacted by the restructuring of the Siyakha Trust (to address loans
that were “underwater”) and unbundling of Fortress B shares (to remove the cross holding)

•

The SA portfolio performed well in a challenging economic environment. Sales growth on a
comparable asset basis was +4.8%. Vacancies declined by 20bps to 1.7%

•

At year end, the NAV per share was 6 522c (based on management accounts. IFRS NAV
was 6 149c). This was materially lower due to the unbundling of Fortress B shares. The
average annualised property yield was 7.8% (8,0% exclusive of Portuguese assets), which is
conservative in our view

•

The loan-to-value ratio will decline from 30.1% at year end to 27% once the disposal of
Locaviseu (Portugese assets) is effective

•

Resilient’s DPS is permanently lower as a result of it unbundling Fortress B shares to
shareholders

•

Management expects DPS of 550c to 560c, which was lower than their previous estimates

•

Investigations by the JSE and FCSA into insider trading and share price manipulation is still
ongoing.

Fortress –

•

FY18

Fortress A DPS was up 4.53% y/y to 141.77c while Fortress B DPS increased by 4.07% y/y to
179c. Fortress B dividend growth was negatively impacted by the company’s decision to only
distribute interest on loans to Siyakha that is matched by dividends

•

Total vacancies increased by 150bps to 7.4% with pressure seen in the industrial and logistics
sector

•

Fortress’ loan-to-value ratio increased to 31.8% due in part to the decline in listed property
valuations.

•

Assuming 5% growth in Fortress A dividends, Fortress B dividends are expected to be between
175c (-2.2%) and 183c (+2.2%)

•

Fortress has an extensive pipeline of logistics developments. Yields on certain projects like
Clairwood are below funding costs, which implies distributions could be diluted in the short
term

•

Investigations by the JSE and FCSA into insider trading and share price manipulation is still
ongoing.

NEPI

•

Rockcastle –
1H18

NEPI Rockcastle’s DPS increased by 12.9% y/y to EUR 26.49c. Net property income increased
by a robust 4.1% although the office portfolio lagged with 1.6% growth

•

Adjusted NAV was up 0.6% to EUR 714c. The portfolio is valued at an EPRA net initial yield of
6.7%

•

Trading densities increased by 4.8% which reflects the healthy consumer spending trends seen
in Central and Eastern Europe

•

NEPI Rockcastle has a development pipeline of over EUR 1.3bn including redevelopments, of
which about one-third are developments currently under construction

•

The balance remains is healthy with the loan-to-value of 28%

•

Management are guiding for growth of 10% in dividends.
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Growthpoint

•

– FY18

Growthpoint increased its DPS by 6.5% y/y to 208.6c. Growth was driven in part by the onceoff underwriting fee (40bps to growth) and accretive investments in GWI and GPRE

•

Net property income increased by 4.2% y/y on a like-for-like basis. Total SA portfolio vacancy
rate increased from 4.4% to 5.4%. the retail vacancy rate was unchanged at 3.6% while office
(+180bps to 8.6%) and industrial (+90bps to 4.0%) was sharply up

•

Tangible NAV increased by 2.3% y/y over the prior 12 months

•

Growthpoint increased its offshore exposure with an additional investment in Globalworth
(now own 29%) and Griffin Premium (71.7% stake). Offshore investments now account for
27.7% of total book value of assets

•

Growthpoint’s loan-to-value increased 70bos to 35.2%. The company is planning several
disposals to reduce this ratio

Hyprop –

•

Management’s guidance is for 4.5% growth in FY 2019.

•

DPS increased by 8.8% to 756c. Net property income increased by 4% on a like-for-like basis.

FY18

Vacancies decreased to 1.9% while rental reversions were 1.5%
•

Net asset value per share rose by 3.2% to R102.98, supported by a 3.3% increase in valuation
offset by an impairment of AttAfrica and Manda Hills shareholder loans

•

Trading densities grew by 0.5% which is amongst the lowest in the sector. Most concerning is
the pressure at The Glen (partly due to the Food court redevelopment) where trading densities
were down 6%, Woodland Boulevard (-1%, facing stiff competition from Menlyn), and Canal
Walk (-1%). The portfolio rent-to-sales ratio is 9.1%

•

Tenant replacements and vacancies in the African portfolio hampered income growth. Hyprop
is considering selling a part or whole stake in their African portfolio

•

Gearing decreased marginally from 28.5% to 28.1% but is estimated at 34% on a see-through
basis. The investment in Africa (USD debt) and South Eastern Europe (EUR debt) is effectively
100% geared

EPP – 1H18

•

Management have guided for DPS growth of 5 to 7% for FY 19.

•

EPP increased its interim dividend by 12% y/y to EUR 5.82c. Retail vacancies declined 80bps
to 0.6% while office vacancies rose 200bps to 6%

•

The portfolio has seen an impact from the Sunday trading ban for certain retailers – sales per
sqm was flat h/h

•

NAV per share rose by 4% to EUR 1.37. This was mainly driven by income growth

•

Construction of EPP’s flagship Galleria Mlociny remains on track and is scheduled to open in
April 2019. Towarowa 22’s zoning process is ongoing and is expected to be finalised in 2019

•

EPP’s balance sheet is stretched with the gearing at 50.9%. Management plan to reduce this
ratio through active asset management initiatives that drive valuation, office disposals, and
potentially releasing equity from retail assets

•

Management are confident that EPP will achieved a DPS of between EUR 11.6c and EUR 11.8c,
as per previous guidance.
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SA

•

Corporate –

Interim DPS declined by 3.1% y/y to 21.7c, which missed guidance for flat growth. Commercial
property net rental income increased by 2.4% y/y with retail at 3.8% and industrial at 2.3%.

1H18

AFHCO net rental income grew by 4.1%. Total commercial property vacancies decreased
by 10bps to 2.3%, with retail up 40bps to 3.5% and industrial down 30bps to 1.2%. AFHCO
vacancies jumped 190bps to 9.4% which includes 376 units in the tenanting up phase of the
joint venture with Calgro M3. Negative reversion in the industrial (-8.5%) sector weighed down
on earnings. Reversions in the retail sector were healthy at +2.6%
•

NAV per share increased by 2.4% to 526c of which +2% is attributable to property revaluations

•

The development pipeline remains concentrated in the residential sector. R1.2bn of
developments are expected to be complete over the next three years at an average yield of
10%. It is important to note that this yield is based on rental guarantees - developments with
M&T have only a one-year guarantee, which may insufficient given the length of the letting up
phase

•

The group LTV increase from 32.4% to 33.1%. This excludes the above-mentioned development
pipeline

•

The company has experienced more challenging trading conditions than initially forecast and
thus its previous forecast will not be realised. Management expect a similar decline in DPS
growth in 2H18 of 3%.

Fairvest –

•

FY18

Fairvest’s DPS was up by an impressive 9.9% y/y to 2 015c. Like-for-like growth in net property
income was 11.7%. Tenant retention remains high at 86.9% and vacancies rose 30bps to 3.2%

•

Trading densities growth was anaemic at just 1.5% but the portfolio rent-to-sales ratio is just
2.4% (anchor tenants only)

•

NAV increased 4.4% to 227.8c

•

The loan-to-value ratio increased to 25.1%. Interest rate risk is moderately high with only 45%
of debt fixed

•

The strong growth trajectory is expected to continue with management’s guidance for FY 19
of between 8 - 10%.

MAS Real
Estate - FY18

•

DPS grew by 30% y/y to Eur 7.61c

•

EPRA NAV per share increased by 7.1% y/y to EUR 134.9c supported by capital raises at a
premium to NAV

•

MAS expects the Prime Kapital development JV to develop a total portfolio of EUR 1.3bn in the
medium to long term. The secured pipeline increased from EUR 500m to EUR 755m. There is
a five-year exclusivity agreement with Prime Kapital on developments which expires in 2021

•

The balance sheet is strong with a group LTV of 10%

•

Guidance was lowered from 30% to 15%. Dividends will no longer be funded from reserves.
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Attacq –
FY18

•

Attacq declared a maiden DPS of 74c, surpassing guidance for 73c

•

NAV per share increased by 22.2% to 2 424c, largely owing to the derecognition of the deferred
tax liability on REIT conversion. Excluding this, net asset value per share would have been up
8.6%. The portfolio capitalisation rate is 7.32%, with retail at 6.9%

•

Total portfolio vacancies increased from 4.5% to 5.1%, with retail up 130bps to 2.8% and office
up sharply from 5% to 15.3%

•

The underlying performance of the shopping centres were good, with trading density growth
of 5.3% y/y, with growth at Mall of Africa (+11%) and Eikestad (+5%) diluted by declines at
Brooklyn Mall (-4%). The portfolio rent-to-turnover ratio of 7.7% is not demanding in our view

•

Gearing improved from 36.2% to 35.8%

•

Attacq downwardly revised its guidance, and now expects growth of between 7.5% and 9.5%
in FY19 and between 13% and 15% growth in FY20. This is mainly due to the lower income
growth from MAS, an expected reduction in income from AttAfrica and anaemic economic
conditions.
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SECTOR OUTLOOK
The sector’s poor performance year-to-date stems

The graph also shows the distribution growth

not only from the impact of allegations against the

of the SAPY (which is inverted). So, despite

Resilient group but also from weakening growth

the composite ratio increasing sharply (getting

prospects and a lack of confidence towards the

cheaper), it was somewhat justified in the context

sector as a whole. A supply and demand imbalance

of growth which has slowed to levels last seen in

has negatively affected rentals, while the cost of

2012, when coincidently the relative yields were

retaining tenants has increased. In addition, some

at similar levels. However, this relationship broke

companies are rebasing distributions which were

down towards the end of Q1, where both the SAPY

historically fraught with once-off items. Despite

and COMPOSITE continued to de-rate relative to

this, we think that the recent carnage has been

Bonds and even flirt with levels last seen around

overdone.

the global financial crisis. It is on this basis, that we
are currently seeing value in Property relative to

We show below the SAPY and COMPOSITE (yield

Bonds from a top-down perspective.

of ten SA property stocks weighted equally over
the past 10 years) relative to the SA 10-year bond.

CHART 03

SAPY/COMPOSITE RELATIVE TO SA 10-YEAR BOND YIELD VS. DISTRIBUTION GROWTH

Source: Bloomberg
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The sector sits in a similar position that it was in last

the consumer is struggling, and it is unlikely to

quarter, with weak fundamentals compensated by

see any material investment until there is some

attractive valuations. The ALPI is giving a forward

clarity post elections; with this we are worried

yield just under 9% with growth in the mid-single

that the likes of Edcon may not post the earnings

digits. We believe, barring any extreme outliers,

required to appease bond holders. We have been

this base can deliver circa 12% total returns into the

conservative on distribution growth expectations

medium term.

and in our view, a turnaround in the economic
growth trajectory will take longer as we believe the

And while we do see value, we are aware of

President in unable to implement effective policy

the likely headwinds. Bond yields globally are

changes prior to the elections next year.

trending higher, and this coupled with political
volatility coming into an election year could see a

Fortunately,

spike in local bond yields, (our exit 10-bond yield

heterogenous array of counters from which there

the

ALPI

provides

for

a

more

assumption sits at 9.7%). Much will depend on

will be winners and losers. We believe that with

the medium-term budget statement and Moody’s

the choice we have we can maintain our consistent

credit rating review, but we believe negative

outperformance of the benchmark through active

outcomes are partly priced in. Operationally we

management and that total return prospects should

are also concerned as sentiment is negative,

start to improve, although not without volatility.

Matlosana Mall, Klerksdorp
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